
Arab Technical Establishment

Salahuddin Road, Near Pharmatrade
Dubai
19812
United Arab Emirates

Phone: 971 4 2696924
Fax: 971 4 2668012

Since its formation in 1989, Arab Technical Establishment has provided a wide

range of building materials, systems and product to the construction industry in the

UAE and the surrounding regions. Our aspiration is to excel in providing innovative

architectural interior building systems to our customers and partners in the building

construction industry. Our mission is to achieve this aspiration by providing a

superior offering to our partners; fast-track, cost effectiveness, quality assurance

and a dedication to environmental protection. As the demand has increased for fast-

track construction, the industry has moved towards pre-engineered dry

construction, using the factory-made and pre-finished elements. ATE with its close

co-operation with Karlgips Trockenbau GmbH (Folding Plate Technology), has been

able to provide a wide range of pre-finished interior and architectural systems to

the construction industry, especially ceiling and partitioning systems. As one of the

biggest stockists of building materials in the UAE. ATE is able to satisfy the

demands of projects and markets with offices, showrooms and warehouses in Deira

and Dubai Investment Park.We are manufacturers and wholesalers of fall ceilings

and partitioning systems with a range of interior architectural products that

includes: Gypsum board, Plasterboard (regular, fire-rated, moisture resistant, etc.).                                                page 1 / 2



Cement board (fire-proof and water resistant), Galvanized steel profiles (stud, track,

furring channel, main channel & wall angles). Fixing accessories. Hanging

accessories (wire, adjustment clip, threaded rod, etc.). Joint compound & fibre mesh

tape, Wall covering & skirting. Gypsum tiles, Vinyl lamination, aluminium backing,

standard, BioPruf, antimicrobial, hygienic, acoustic, Cement & calcium silicate tiles,

Mineral fibre tiles. Grid system (overlap, buttend, T24, T15, Ultraline, Tilelock, Super

Laser, Super Click, etc.). Karlgips folding plate technology bulkheads. Drywall &

demountable partitions (aluminium omega profiles). Aluminium tiles, Heat & sound

insulation (rockwool and fibreglass), Recessed light boxes & acrylic louvers. Access

panels. Jotun Interior & Exterior Paints (see attached file). Harris Decorating

Products. Makita Industrial Power Tools. Stabila Levels & Measuring Instruments.

Leica DISTO™ the innovative hand-held laser meter for fast and easy distance

measurements.
OUR KEY PRODUCTS:
- SUPER CLICK - TILE-LOCK - AXESS PANELS - GYP-TILE - VINYL - ROCKWALL -

CEILING TILES - ACCESS FLOOR - SOUND PROOFING - SUSPENSION GRID -

PARTITION PROFILES - THERMAL INSULATION - ALP ACRYLIC FLAT SHEETS - JOTUN

PAINTS - MAKITA POWER TOOLS - STABILA TOOLS - HARRIS PRODUCTS - LEICA:

Leica DISTO™ - LEMUR PRODUCTS
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